A Stupid Story
This Stupid Story starts on Columbus Day in 1956. On that day our Mom and my 2 brothers and 2
sisters ages 6 months to 10 years (me) started a new life. We had just left Chicago where we had
lived our entire lives and were moving to Melbourne Beach, a very small town on the east coast of
Florida (also referred to by our relatives all still living in Chicago as a godforsaken mosquitoinfested no-mans land). My Grandparents had retired there the year before and had moved into
an oceanfront converted efficiency motel that my Uncle Lou had purchased for them. My family’s
move to Florida was unscheduled, a result of my father being diagnosed with tuberculosis and
sent to a sanatorium in Madison Wisconsin for his treatment and recovery. My Mom was left
alone in the Windy City with no job, no car and 5 children. My grandparents invited us to move in
with them since the motel had 4 apartments. …and so the story begins.
When we arrived at our new Florida home we found that our grandmother had gotten 5 kittens
for us…one for each of the children. We had never had pets living in Chicago so this was truly a
new experience for us all. Picking names was a challenge since they were so young we really
weren’t sure what sex they were. We did however find out about 6 months later that some were
males and some were females, as we now had well over a dozen cats.

Now we fast-forward 8 years to 1964. The children are growing and the cats have multiplied.
Pretty much no one spayed/neutered their animals back then, and our original 5 cats now
numbered over a couple dozen. In a new litter was a kitten with a face that was black with a white
stripe up the center. He was a very clumsy and uncoordinated kitten, tripping over his own feet
when he walked or ran, constantly knocking things over unintentionally and face planting in the
water bowl when trying to get a drink. He started sneaking up on the water bowl hoping to get a
different result, but to no avail. He finally just gave up and would only drink water from a water
faucet or garden hose. As a result of his clumsiness and ongoing trials and tribulations, he was
given the name “Stupid”. …and so begins the next chapter of the story.

Back in the day my brothers and I did a lot of fishing in the ocean. Since we were always catching
fish we never had to buy cat food. The cats knew when they saw us walking down to the beach
with our fishing poles in hand we’d be getting fresh fish, and they all would follow us down to the
beach and hang around as it was now dinner time…that is, all except for Stupid. For some reason
he never got the memo. His dinner needed to be delivered.
One day when going out surfing Stupid noticed me walking down the beach access steps with my
surfboard and followed me down to the beach. I’m thinking maybe Stupid was thinking this was
some kind of fishing pole. He sat there the whole time I was out surfing just watching me. This
same thing happened on a couple more occasions, so one day when the surf was kind of small I
decided to take Stupid out on the surfboard with me. He didn’t seem to keen about being out in
the ocean but he seemed good to be on the board. As I was waiting to catch a wave Stupid was up
on the nose of the board. When I caught a wave and water started to splash over the nose of the
board, Stupid crouched down, and backed away from the nose, and when the board planed out he
would move back to the front, and then toward the back of the board again when the water started
splashing over the nose, similar to the moves a surfer would make. After a few rides with me I just
started pushing him into the wave on the surfboard by himself and he would ride it all the way to
the beach. OK, it was time to get Stupid his own surfboard. I made him a short Styrofoam
surfboard, painted it red with a stringer down the center and made it a signature model with the
letter “S” on the nose.

This board worked very well for Stupid. When he was on it in the ocean he moved all the way to
the nose, because that was closest to the beach, and that would raise the tail of the board up so
when a wave came by the board would catch the wave. Just like on the big surfboard, as soon as
water started to splash over the nose of the board, Stupid crouched down, and backed away from
the nose, and when the board planed out he would move back to the front, and then toward the
back of the board again when the water started splashing over the nose, over and over all the way
to the beach. He was really getting a hang of hanging 10. On to Chapter 3.
Back in the day our Mom “Pink Lady” Jeannie was a real publicity hound. There evidently were a
lot of slow news days back then because her name managed to find it’s way into the local
newspapers…the Melbourne Times and Orlando Sentinel…every week. One day my sister saw
Stupid on his surfboard out in the water and ran to tell our Mom that “Jim taught Stupid how to
surf”. Well my Mom was good friends with one of the Orlando Sentinel news reporters and one
day the reporter, George Tomlinson, showed up on the beach with a bag full of camera equipment,
dressed in slacks, a white shirt and tie and dress shoes. Mom introduced me to him and he told me

he wanted to get some still action shots as well as some 8mm footage of Stupid surfing. Well, the
waves were breaking kind of far out that day and the next thing I see is George taking off his shoes
and socks and rolling up his pant legs to the knees to get a bit closer to the action. That got him
about a whole 10’ closer. I guess telephoto lenses back then weren’t as good as they are today, and
the next thing I see is George up to his waist in the water holding the camera high over his head.
George did get some good shots of Stupid that day and had them and a short story about Stupid
and our family published in the Orlando Sentinel. My Mom submitted those pictures to our old
hometown newspaper the Chicago Tribune who published the pictures and story. A woman in
Chicago saw the story and made Stupid a pair of surfing baggies with a hole in the rear for his tail,
got our address from the Orlando Sentinel and sent them to us. They fit him quite well.
Now the story began to start taking on a life if it’s own. My Mom (who pretty much entered every
contest around) won a Mustang convertible during the grand opening of Cape Canaveral Motors in
their “Win a Brand New 1964 Mustang Convertible” contest. We were all very excited about
this…WOW, a new Mustang convertible…but when it was delivered it certainly wasn’t the size car
we were expecting. It was about six feet in length and powered by an electric motor. Oh well…I
painted the car red to match Stupid’s surfboard, and rigged up a board to the accelerator pedal so
when Stupid was in the driver’s seat he could in fact drive the car. My Mom got back in touch with
George as well as local news photographer Sterling who came to take pictures and film Stupid in
his baggies driving his Mustang with his surfboard in the seat next to him.

The story was submitted to Look and Surfing magazines who both published the stories. Surfing
magazine did a full-page picture and story on Stupid on the back page of the magazine. Then we
had a call from someone at Disney who wanted to film Stupid to include him in a film they were
doing about talented animals, but we would need another cat that could stand in for Stupid in the
event something happened to him during the filming, as if #1 we could find another cat with a
unique patterned black and white face and #2 teach it to surf. That was never going to happen.
Over the next couple years a couple other photographers took pictures of him in action. In 1967 I
enlisted in the Navy, and sometime after that Stupid passed on to that great litter box in the sky
(and no he didn’t drown). That would normally have been the end of the story, but not for Stupid.
On to the next Chapter we go.
My Mom was an avid reader of the National Enquirer…she had probably a lifetime subscription.
One day in the early 80’s she called me all excited screaming over the phone “STUPID’S IN THE
ENQUIRER”. What??? Someone had submitted a few of his pictures, a short blurb about him and
whose cat he was to the tabloid and they published it.

Shortly after that time my Mom got a call from both the Real People and That’s Incredible TV
shows wanting to do a segment on Stupid, possibly as a result of seeing it in the National Enquirer.
My Mom explained that Stupid had used up all 9 of his lives and had crossed the Rainbow Bridge
some time ago (and possibly opened a surf school for cats in Heaven). A few years later she was
contacted by a woman who was writing a children’s book about unique and talented animals and
wanted to include Stupid. Mom sent her some pictures and a short story and was sent a copy of
the book when it was published. Last year I was contacted by the Executive Vice President of the
Florida Surf Museum asking for any pictures or info they could include in an article they were
doing about Stupid. They had come across an article published in the Miami Herald back in 1965
titled “What’s New Pussycat?” It read:
"Stupid" the surfing cat, was a local celebrity in 60s Brevard County. Here he is- shredding more
than the furniture, pawsitively ripping (not the furniture}, beating the curl by a whisker.... Miami
Herald, September 1965

I provided them some additional information that they posted on their Facebook page, and every
few months someone will pose question on one of the local Facebook historical pages:
“Does anyone remember that surfing cat back here in the 60’s”?
The Stupid legend lives on…

